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About This Game

Description

If you love shoot ‘em up and you love ‘em hard, with glorious music, with screen filling bullet patterns and huge token cancels,
then Don’yoku is just for you!

Don’Yoku is a Shoot ‘em up game, in the most traditional sense, a Shmup, fast, technical, hard and rewarding.

The game unfold during a fantasy 1920, where air pirates plague the Zeppelin routes and mercenaries, like our characters, fight
for the rich bounties offered by travel companies.

Take the role of the mythical Iron chin, the ruthless Baron or the mysterious Duchess, in a epic battle against their former
mercenary companion, now turned pirates.

Wield the incredible powers of the Don’Yoku techniques, that focus ones greed into powerful beams, shields and even gigantic
personifications of that controversial sentiment.

Features

Pixel art hand made well, pixel by pixel.

A simple yet rewarding scoring system, with huge walls of bullets and huge cancels.
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Fight for the most honourable of game tokens; Gold coins

The more coins you hoard, the more difficult, and profitable, the game become, up to crazy impossible levels, so keep in
check that Don’Yoku (greed).

Five levels, each with a different style and a unique boss.

Incredible melodic hard-rock soundtrack, from Antonio S, will blow your socks off.

Play it your way, bindable controls, pad, keyboard and arcade stick supported, Tate or Yoko it, and, for the unfortunate
who do not own a old and battered CRT monitor, the ‘back to the 90′s’ mode, will transform your state of the art lcd
ultra flat 90′’ into a buzzing and flickering arcade leftover; the way it’s meant to be played..
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Title: Don'Yoku
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Dark-Spot Studio
Publisher:
Dark-Spot Studio
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,Japanese
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I thought this was a season pass, not just dlc characters. so not worth it for the price.. For me, Hacker Evolution turned out to be
a rather frustrating experience. There is a trace meter that tracks your trace level and when it gets to 100, you lose. The biggest
problem is that you get penalized for successful cracks and decryptions which means the trace level increases even when you are
doing things the right way. And the only way to decrease your trace level is through money, but they are pretty stingy on making
that readily available. Not to mention they dangle a bunch of system upgrades that aren't cheap which gives a false impression
that there is a lot of cash to be obtained in the game. So if you spend money on these upgrades, you end up with no money left
to decrease your trace level and ultimately get stuck because you can't reduce your trace level. The manual even states,
"Important: Don't rush to upgrade your hardware as soon as you have money. Having the best hardware is not the main objective
of the game. Carefully make your decision, and only upgrade your hardware when necessary. Money is not abundant in the
game, and its main purpose is to reduce your trace time." That key piece of information is not found anywhere in the game; you
have to read it from the manual. Now why they decided to design a game that revolves around money, yet not make it abundant
is not clear to me.

They don't even grant you rewards for completing missions (a little money would be nice). Instead they give you a score (why?).
But the real kicker is your trace level carries over from the previous mission, so if it was high and you don't have any money,
you're \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed on the next mission. What this ultimately means is you must follow a very specific path on
the early missions to be able to survive the later missions. So after I figured this out, the game quickly lost any open world feel
of being able to solve missions in different ways. Plus you never really know if you didn't do something right until you are stuck
on a later mission with no money.

I did like the graphical interface, although the actual command execution was a bit oversimplified. It was fun for a few hours,
but ultimately it was the lack of a proper reward system that really turned me away from progressing further with this game. If
the simulated world of Hacker Evolution sounds interesting to you, go buy Uplink. It offers a much better gaming experience..
The game is in Early Access.
And you can tell, its a bit rough.
But the Dev is working on it daily.
You can see where he was inspired and you can see where he put a lot of love into it.
In time, this will be a fun game I'll put a lot of hours into.
Its going to take a lot of dedication, but he's shown it so far.
Keep it up (:. Get your friends, and race them to who can finish the level the fastest, me and my friends found this so much fun!
my record is 38.25 seconds. It has deer. It will play the start of the game just fine, but just as your city gets going it will start
crashing. Repeatedly. This game is a royal Bastet and I highly recommend Set-ing it aside lest it make you a Nut. After playing
this game I was really not Hapi. The gameplay is an absolute blast and it's one of my favorite genres of game, but it just doesn't
work.

XP SP2 Compatibility mode doesn't help - causing the game to get 'stuck' in the menus, nor does running as an administrator,
running at minimum graphics, running it with single core affinity, running it in a Windows XP virtual machine with a single
core. Running it with the sound off, plane clipping to minimum and with XP set to Windows 2000 compatibility mode running
as administrator the game gets a couple of minutes in. Enabling DEP for every program on the system and specifically
exempting this game doesn't fix it. There is no difference between running windowed or fullscreen at 1024x768.

For reference, my rig:
i7 5930K @ 4.1 GHZ, water cooled and stable. No base clock adjustment. Overclock was dropped to test the game in WXP
virtual machine with win2K compatibility. It didn't work.

64 gigs of DDR4-1666 RAM.

256 gig Samsung 830 SSD + 2x2TB RAID-1 HDDs, HDDs recently defragmented

GTX 980 Ti hybrid with an R9270x secondary card
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Xonar D2x sound card

Some people have reported success getting this game - which is really, really fun when it works - working with the GoG
DRM/Steam-free version. I recommend trying that or looking for unofficial modifications to the original 13.0.1 executable if
you have it on Steam. It's the only thing I've yet to try, but I don't like running strange executables from the Internet.. As its
prequel, this is a simple horror game with awesoem visuals and a tragic story.

The souls in this game are more diverse than on the first, and the horror atmosphere is constant.

As its prequel, the game keeps its mechanic of distract\/run for your life against the souls. However, this game has several more
items that can be used in your aid.
While death is often punishing, many times, as in its prequel, dying becomes an annoyance instead of dread.

Regardless of that, this is interesting enough to be worth playing.
. didnt got the black mask of forest caller chief...anyone knows how to fix this?
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Come for the breakout/arkanoid style gameplay, stay for the deliriously good soundtrack by Module.. Game worked fine for
me. For the super low price in a sale it's worth it; full price it isn't.. This game is a piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥. this game not optimized
using so much processor, probably destroying your PC. Get it...but don't keep it. If you like MineSweeper games then this is
perfect for you, while focusing on the main aspect of the game it does great at involving multiplayer where you can either
explore the world with your friends; play football or even take part in fancy dress.
If you are like me and have no friends then not to worry; the game supplies a bot for you that is surprisingly active as if it were a
real person.
10\/10 the game absolutely delivered what it promised and even a little bit extra. Will definitely continue to play the game after
perfecting the achievements and I can't wait to see what other basic games DillyFrame can take and make into a completely
unique and fresh idea. I like the types of games being made here, I can see that the creator has put a lot of thought in to the
creepy storyline and it has good atmosphere.

I think this game has a great underlying concept at a fair price, but it needs work, especially the English translation. I
recommend, play the game yourself and see what you think.. \u4f60\u6ca1\u6709\u670b\u53cb
POSTED: MARCH 26
you need to activate the dlc, to get the code you have to buy the dlc, then on the right (depending on your steam display) right
click on the crew and you will see the cd code, all you need to do is enter that into uplay
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